ABSTRACT. A condition on the Walsh-Fourier coefficients of a continuous function/ sufficient to conclude that/is locally constant is obtained. The condition contains certain conditions identified earlier
Thus the monotone condition in (2) can be dropped if the condition 2 | ak( f ) | < oo is strengthened to (9). Also notice that k E B(m, p) implies that 2P < k. Hence (9) holds if 2k | ak(f) |< oo (see Corollary 6 in [4] ).
3. Estimating Dini dérivâtes. We shall prove the following result in this section. Moreover, Dr(x) = 0 for 2"" < x < 1. Since vx > v2 3= p it follows that both £>2-,(
and ZV:(x) = 0 for 2'P *£ x < 1. 
